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At the Nin Salt Works the salt is produced by the sun, sea and wind. The salt from Nin is ecological, therapeutic and biodynamic.
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At the Nin Salt Works the salt is not produced by the machines. It is not produced by the man either. The salt is produced by the sun, sea and wind. The salt from Nin is ecological, therapeutic and biodynamic because in its production, besides people, participates diverse wildlife, plenty of beaches and healing mud.

At the Nin Salt Works salt has been produced with love, traditionally, and in coexistence with nature for 1,500 years. For generations the Nin salt fields have been giving the best of the sun, the Adriatic Sea and the wind from Velebit.

Nin produces the original sea salt, unprocessed and as such rich in natural minerals.

Festival is traditionally held in August and it attracts eco-tourists from all over the world.
SALT AT NIN

About Nin

On a small island in the middle of a shallow lagoon the small town of Nin can be found with its old centre, connected to the mainland by two stone bridges. Nin has had an exciting past and today a lovely present. All its stories, all its beauty and natural wealth are here to be enjoyed and to find joy, health and spiritual satisfaction which are so much needed today.

Nature and Man have made this small town very pleasant for a holiday, interesting because of the rich historical field, as well as excellent for health. It is the oldest Croatian royal town, the cradle of the Croatian state. The smallest cathedral in the world and the crown Church of St. Nicholas can be found here, as well as one of the world's most beautiful beaches.

BY CAR
THE EXCELLENT MOTORWAY INFRASTRUCTURE ENABLES DIRECT CONNECTION WITH ALL THE BIGGER CITIES IN CROATIA, AND VIA ZAGREB, RIJEKA, SPLIT AND DUBROVNIK WITH ALL EUROPEAN CITIES.

BY PLANE
ZADAR'S AIRPORT IN ZEMUNIK, A SMALL BUT MODERN AIRPORT WHICH IS CONNECTED WITH OTHER CROATIAN CITIES AND A LARGE NUMBER OF EUROPEAN AIRPORTS IS NEAR BY.

THE TOWN OF NIN IS LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE OF A SANDY LAGOON 14 KILOMETERS NORTH OF THE REGIONAL CENTRE, WITH EXCELLENT CONNECTIONS TO ZADAR MAKING IT EASILY ACCESSIBLE.
19 THINGS TO take home

These products result from tradition, research and development, innovation and invention with a quantifiable level of quality. They come from restricted localities and are produced in small batches.

shoes
T 88
319.20 KN
LEATHER CASUAL SNEAKER, HANDMADE EXCLUSIVELY OF SHEEP LEATHER, "THE BIG BLUE" IS A UNISEX BRAND.

WHERE TO BUY:
SPLIT I
KREŠIMIROVA 2
SPLIT III
RUDERA
BOŠKOVICE 15
OMIŠ
TRG KNEZA MISLAVA 88
ŠIBENIK
KRALJA TOMISLAVA 88
TROGIR
GRADSKA ULIKA 15
ZADAR I
ŠIROKA ULIKA 88
KORČULA,
PLOKATA 19, TRAVNJA 1921,
BR. 38

dry fig
PREPARED ACCORDING TO ALMOST FORGOTTEN TRADITIONAL RECIPES, THEY EVOKE THE CHARMS OF ANCIENT TIMES
WHERE TO BUY:
Mirmi dvori 3, Vis

tip!
Buy directly from manufacturers

olive oil
WHERE TO BUY:
PZ. Masvin
Polača 61
Polača
honey
THE UNSPOILED NATURE OF THE
KORNATI ARCHIPELAGO HAS
MAINTAINED ITS RICHNESS AND
GRANTED PEOPLE ONLY AS MUCH
AS WAS SUFFICIENT FOR LIVING
WHERE TO BUY:
AGRICULTURAL FAMILY FARM
Mikavica, Žerje

CROATIAN ISLAND PRODUCTS

TRADITIONAL COSTUME
THE LIPA TRADE
ULICA IX. – JUŽNA OBALA 3,
PRVIČ
lipa@windowslive.com

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
RAOL LTD
BUTINA BB, MURTHER
mileramessa@net.hr

ROSEMARY SOAP
RIBARSKI DVOR
ULICA HR-JUŽNA OBALA 91,
PRVIČ
cukrana@gmail.com

PEPPER CAKE SOUVENIR
VRISNA BB, 21465, JELSA, HVAR

CANDIED ORANGE PEEL
VLAHE BUKOVIĆA 5,
STARI GRAD, HVAR

OLIVE WOOD SOUVENIRS
DONJI PUT 29, JEZERA,
MURTHER

HONEY
AUGUSTA ŠENOŽ 4,
STARI GRAD, HVAR

TRADITIONAL COOKIES
SKOR 12, KOMIZA, VIS

HOMEMADE JAM
PUT MULČA 18, VELI RAT,
ĐUGI OTOK

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
DEŠKOVČEV TRG 4,
PUČŠĆA, BRAC

DRAGONS CAVE
PUT LUKE 12, SUPERAT,
BRAC

LACE FROM PAG
BRANIĆIROVA OBALA 1,
PAG

lavender
ESSENTIAL LAVENDER OIL AND
LAVENDER FLOWER AS HER
PRODUCTS, WHICH UTELLY
BEDAZZLE EVERYONE WHO TAKES
THEM ALONG
WHERE TO BUY:
STANDS ON MOST OPEN MARKETS

flower of salt
FLOWER OF SALT NIN IS "THE CAVIAR
AMONG SALT", IT IS A PRODUCT OF
SUPERB QUALITY AND SPECIFIC GO-
URMET FLAVOR. IT IS NOT USED IN
THE COOKING PROCESS, BUT AT THE
END AS THE FINAL TOUCH.

WHERE TO BUY:
Solana Nin
Ilirska cesta 7
Nin